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At NAE University we provide you with in-
depth, hands on training that is designed 
for the beginner to the expert. The class 
will consist of a general overview and lab 
exercises of motor controls and their
applications.

Our class will provide basic control 
programing training to in-depth product 
information and one on one time with our 
engineers that will be demonstrating how to 
solve complex issues in the field to give you 
the solutions for your applications. 



What will I learn?
In the Motor Controls training classes, you will learn:

1. Plant Tour
-  Take a tour of the NAE warehouse, panel shop & engineering department to  
  learn what all we have to offer and how it can help you.

2. NEMA Enclosure Review
-  Learn about NEMA environmental ratings.
-  Review our enclosures and the requirements needed for different applications. 
-  Review recommended operating temperatures for our pre-engineered panels.

3. Packaged Product Overview
- Review our pre-engineered packaged product offerings that cover
 everything from ATL Starters to VFD Panels, where you will learn about 
 standard, washdown & irrigation panels and the proper applications for each.

4. Catalog review and exercises
- You will perform classroom exercises with our test stands to learn how to  
 specify & price from our catalog, general & special purpose panels with 
 options. 

5. Basic Troubleshooting
-  Learn hands-on basic trouble shooting skills with our engineers to limit
	 issues	incurred	in	the	field.	
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Why should I attend?
NAE wants to provide our customers with product knowledge that will allow 
you to save time and money. The classes explain the fundamental concepts
of selection, installation, trouble shooting and maintaining your motor control 
products and applications.
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